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BOOK REVIEW

The Nature of Time. By Ulrich Meyer. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2013.
Pp. xii + 161. Price £35.00.)

Meyer offers an intriguing account of time, advocating a ‘modal’ approach—
making essential use of irreducible tense operators—but, in contrast with
many other modal theorists, rejecting presentism and characterizing his view
as eternalist. Further, he holds that standard sorts of modal theory—which try
to get by without (non-present) times—face severe difficulties in accounting
for the truth conditions of sentences of a number of problematic kinds, and
he tries to address these problems by appeal to ersatz times, roughly analogous
to the linguistic ersatzer’s possible worlds. Meyer’s proposal is ingeniously
constructed and defended, but—I think—faces a number of difficulties.

In his first chapter, Meyer contrasts modal with ‘spatial’ views that treat
time as analogous to space. Two varieties of spatial view are distinguished:
relationist, with times accounted for in terms of temporal relations between
other kinds of item, and substantivalist, according to which there is a manifold
of ‘metaphysically basic’ times. Modal views offer a radical alternative, seeing
the time series as a ‘logical space . . . occupied by sentences or propositions,
rather than a geometric space . . . populated by material objects or events’
(p. 3). Meyer provides arguments against relationist and substantivalist views
in chapters two and three. I don’t have space to discuss these, but it is worth
noting that Meyer says his only reason for rejecting temporal parts variants
of these views is that they compare poorly with modal accounts in terms of
complexity and ontological cost (see pp. 23 and 28)—I’ll return to this.

The core of Meyer’s view is his account of instants, begun in chapter six
and developed and defended in the following two chapters. He notes the
familiar point that we are pressed to quantify over times because of the limited
expressive power of languages which avoid such quantification. If one appeals
only to a limited number of primitive operators (‘It was the case that . . . ’,
‘It will be the case that . . . ’), one faces severe difficulties with sentences of a
range of problematic types—‘John was awake since dawn’, ‘A child was born
that will become ruler of the world’, ‘Tom exercises regularly’, etc. One might
try to address these difficulties by adding to the stock of primitives, but that in
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2 BOOK REVIEW

itself would be a cost, and Meyer suggests that it is probably hopeless, as there
‘appears to be no finite set of tense operators that is definitionally complete’
(p. 58).

Meyer argues that ‘tense primitivists can compensate for the limitations [of
primitive operators] by acquiring the ability to quantify over times’ (p. 59). His
account of times is an analogue of what Lewis called linguistic ersatzism about
possible worlds. Meyer’s ersatz times are maximal consistent sets of sentences
of temporal modal logic (including sentences in which primitive modal operators
are used). We can call such a set a possible present.

One key difference between modal and temporal cases is that it need not
be that all possible presents are times (moments of the world’s actual history):
that something is possible does not entail that it was, or is, or will be the case.
Key problems for the temporal ersatzer, then, are to determine which of the
possible presents are times and to establish their (temporal) ordering. Meyer’s
solution is to extract specifications of other times (and thereby other times)
from a time selected as the present—information about other times is implicit
in the present time, in its temporal operator sentences. He defines earlier-than
( ) and later-than ( ) relations on sets of sentences as follows (pp. 60 and 61):

s s ′ iff s ′|Pϕ whenever s|ϕ

s s ′ iff s ′|Fϕ whenever s|ϕ
(Here ‘s|ϕ’ says that ϕ is true at s.) This is ingenious, but, I think, not without its
problems. I’ll sketch two topological difficulties, then go on to outline a further
worry arising from Meyer’s commitment to eternalism.

The first problem is that Meyer is committed to denying the possibility of
infinite linear recurrence—endless repetition of a sequence of circumstances
along a line with an infinite past and an infinite future. Consider a reality in
which total circumstances p and q alternate infinitely, past and future. Since
the pattern is infinite, any two p-&-not-q times along the supposed line will be
comprised of just the same sets of sentences, but this means that, on Meyer’s
account, they will be identified—the view says that they are in fact the same
time. Similar remarks apply to the q-&-not-p times, so that the attempt to posit
a line yields a tight loop comprised of just two times. Meyer notes this (p. 69),
but thinks that the ersatzer can bite the bullet and accept it as a consequence
of their view. But should we simply accept that there cannot be a world in
which time is not a closed loop but circumstances alternate indefinitely? Here’s
a reason to think we should not. Consider a world where p and q alternate
infinitely, and, though it is never actually the case that r, the world is non-
deterministic. Might it not be the case, at any particular p-&-not-q moment,
that were it to have been that r now, it would (still) have been that, next, q & not p & not
r, then p & not q & not r? Meyer’s view seems to rule this out: it seems to rule
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BOOK REVIEW 3

that, had it been r now, it would have been r two steps into the future and two steps into
the past (and four steps, and six, and so on). The restriction placed on temporal
topology by his account is less palatable, I think, than Meyer is inclined to
admit, because it carries this ‘Humean’ cost—ruling out things which seem
perfectly possible.

The second problem is that temporal topology is relativized to language.
Meyer admits some (plausibly non-contentious) language-relativity—e.g. with
regard to temporal distance relations (pp. 74–7)—but the relativity extends to
topology, and it is far from obvious that this is acceptable. Consider a language
in which the only basic claims which can be expressed are p and q. A world
in which p and q alternate endlessly and beginninglessly would be assigned a
loop structure relative to this language. But if some matter r varies in some
other way (say, in the sequence r, ¬r, r, ¬r, ¬r, r, ¬r, ¬r, ¬r, . . . , going on from
some particular moment, with it never having been the case that r before),
then the world would be assigned a linear rather than looped topology relative
to a richer language capable of expressing r. Meyer might move to address this
problem by framing his account in terms of propositions rather than sentences,
but this would impose an ontological cost; ‘going Lagadonian’ would similarly
carry a cost in committing to properties; and imposing an adequacy condition
on languages would, it seems, require reference to extra-linguistic temporal
matters.

Let’s turn to Meyer’s eternalism. He rejects presentism on the basis of
a version of the triviality argument [see Lombard (1999); Stoneham (2009);
and the 2004 exchange between Thomas Crisp (2004a, 2004b) and Peter
Ludlow (2004)]. The key suggestion is that attempts to state a doctrine of
presentism result either in something trivially true—‘Everything which exists
[present tense] is present (i.e. exists [present tense])’—or in something man-
ifestly false—‘Everything which did, does, or will exist is present (i.e. exists
[present tense])’. Meyer’s version of the argument is, as one might expect,
neat and ingenious, but this is one point at which this short book would have
benefited from further discussion. For one thing, at the level of ordinary En-
glish, attempts to state a doctrine of eternalism face a similar problem: being
explicit about the tensing in ‘Everything which did, does, or will exist, exists’
gives us either ‘Everything which did, does, or will exist, exists [present tense]’
or ‘Everything which did, does, or will exist, did, does, or will exist’. The
would-be eternalist might suggest that we can give substance to their view
by considering the quantification in sentences like ‘There have been more
than forty presidents of the US’. A semantic account of such sentences seems
to require domains which include ‘non-present things’ such as Lincoln and
Kennedy. But now two points can be pressed. Firstly, it seems clear that a
tenseless sense of ‘exists’ is now in play, so that the would-be anti-eternalist can
say (non-trivially) ‘Nothing which did exist[present tense] or will exist[present
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tense] but does not exist[present tense] exists[tenselessly]’. Secondly, a breezily
Quinean view about quantification is implicit in the would-be eternalist’s
argument: the quantification in the ‘presidents’ claim is telling for eternalism
only if we see quantification as tied directly to present-tense or tenseless exis-
tence. The assumption that there is such a tie has received wisdom in many
discussions in metaphysics for some time, but it can be challenged in a vari-
ety of ways—and it is inappropriate simply to assume it in this debate. With
regard to quantified temporal discourse, it’s arguable that we can deal with
the semantics of sentences like the one that features in the ‘presidents’ claim
by appeal to a ‘domain’ of proxies for objects. Lewis canvasses but rejects a
strategy of this type in ‘Tensed Quantifiers’ (Lewis 2004), but is, I think, too
quick to conclude that there’s no viable version of this type of account. It would
have been good to see him raise and address such challenges. [For attempts
to deal with quantified temporal discourse in non-eternalist terms, see Szabó
(2006 ); and my ‘Eternalism, Counting Across Times, and the Argument from
Semantics’, forthcoming in Inquiry.]

A further difficulty arises for Meyer in relation to the combination of a
modal approach with eternalism. He holds that Lincoln exists, but this begs
the question where—or, at least, how? Advocates of ‘spatial’ views of time have a
ready answer here: Lincoln is ‘back there’, at the relevant times, doing the sorts
of things that we take items of Lincoln’s general type to do (occupying spatial
locations, having the sorts of properties that concrete things have). But this
answer is not open to him. One way out here would be to adopt a Williamson-
style account, according to which Lincoln is (currently) a non-concrete item.
Some may find this attractive, others won’t.

Meyer’s book should be read by anyone interested in the contemporary
debate concerning the nature of temporal reality. As I hope I’ve conveyed in
this short discussion (in which I’ve not even been able to touch on significant
aspects of the book, including Meyer’s accounts of the flow of time and relativity
without spacetime), it is full of provoking ideas, clearly and concisely stated—
what Meyer says, he says in a few, well-chosen words. I look forward to him
saying more about time.
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